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Address Syntarqui S.a.S 
Via Cervino 6D 
21050 Gorla Maggiore

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE AND ACOUSTIC FABRICS

A new generation of high tech fabrics with unique finishings and coatings. High performance technical fabrics in PTFE and PDVF for interior and
exterior applications. High light transmittance, acoustic, aesthetic and functional properties. Very good UV and tear and a low weight/surface ratio.
Tested and approved ASTM, EN ISO, DIN fabrics.

LAMINATED SAFETY GLASSES

Flat and curved special laminated glass for interior and exterior applications. Decorated glass, heated glass, liquid crystal glass and with special
technical fabrics and many other products. Simple and sophisticated aesthetic and technical applications, technologies to control heat and filter light.
Bulding glass with patented grips and chemical tempering to control and keep out the humidity.

WOVEN FABRICS

Stainless steel, aluminium, bronze and other metals and alloys for interior and exterior architectural applications. Cover, separate, coat, close and
create new volumes and thousands other occasions for revolutionary and always new creations. A wide range of woven standard fabrics and
customization for specific projects.

METAL MELTED TILES

Indoor wall ceramic metal melted tiles. Gold, copper , bronze, aluminium, silver and many other alloys. Smooth or embossed surfaces with dimensions
starting 2,5 x 2,5 cm mosaic to large 50x 50 cm and customized sizes. Colour research for elegant, resistant and reliable surfaces for sophisticated,
aesthetic precious and exclusive solutions.
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